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ost of us are celebrating the boost to

the industry that the new Feed-in

Tariffs and Renewable Heat

Incentive will bring. Add to this the fact that

this year’s Ecobuild was packed to the gills

with visitors and there’s proof that

renewables are gaining ground and the

industry looks set to explode. In fact, there

are pretty good reasons to be involved in this

industry. 

However, all is not rosy in the

microgeneration garden, as was pointed out

to me by a friend – a renewable Luddite, it

could be said. How could it be, she asked,

that the government is keen for us to

contribute to a low carbon society, when she

wasn’t even allowed to put double-glazing on

her Grade 2 listed property? Are planning

departments aware of climate change, she

teased or do they know something we don’t?

Perhaps those scientists who falsified climate

change data did so for good reason – because

it’s all a load of nonsense, she mocked.

Before making my case to prove her

wrong, it crossed my mind that she did have

a valid argument. When the general public is

bombarded with negativity, what sort of

message does it send out? Add to this the

recent spoutings of George Monbiot, citing

the failure of solar in Germany as proof this

will happen in the UK; that our Feed-in Tariff

system is similar to theirs which produced

‘woeful amounts of energy, jobs and

innovation’, and you can almost see my

friend’s point. Of course the counter

arguments abound, and rightly so. Jeremy

Leggett, Solarcentury, is one of those keen to

take on the doom merchants – shown for

example, in his acceptance of Monbiot’s £100

bet that solar pv in homes will be no more

pricey in 2013 than conventional electricity,

as Leggett believes.

It would be easy to become down-

heartened by the bashing our sector is

receiving. However, despite the down-

shouters, it is clear that the message is being

received loud and clear – renewables are the

way forward and the public knows it.
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Events

Sustainabilitylive! 2010 (including

NEMEX)

20 - 22 April 2010

NEC, Birmingham

www.sustainabilitylive.com

Wind Power Transmission and

Distribution

20 - 21 April 2010

Manchester

www.windpowertd-events.com/2010

European Wind Energy Conference and

Exhibition (EWEC 2010)

20 - 23 April 2010

Warsaw, Poland

www.ewec2010.info

5th European PV-Hybrid and Mini-Grid

Conference

29 - 30 April 2010

Tarragona, Costa Dorada, Spain

www.otti.de/en/home.html

18th European Biomass Conference and

Exhibition

3 - 7 May 2010

Lyon, France

www.conference-biomass.com

All Energy 2010 Conference &

Exhibition

19 - 20 May 2010

AECC, Aberdeen

www.all-energy.co.uk

WINDPOWER 2010 Conference &

Exhibition

16 - 19 May 2010

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA 

www.windpowerexpo.org

Renewable Energy World Europe 

8 - 10 June 2010                                                

RAI, Amsterdam

www.renewableenergyworld-europe.com     

Best (Interbuild)

Aimed at construction and built environment

17 - 20 Oct

NEC, Birmingham

www.best-show.co.uk

Oil and Renewable Heating Show

The future of energy on show

28 - 29 October

Ricoh Arena

www.oilandrenewableheatingshow.co.uk                                     
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Heat pump debate hots up

Last issue, Richard Willett, Upway Power,

outlined his heat pump concerns. Eric

Hawkins, who has many years experience in

the renewables sector – setting up Powertech

Solar and Jayhawk International – contacted

REI to air his views.

“I agree wholeheartedly with the views of

Richard Willett. As always, when big business

sees an opportunity to sell another piece of

technology into a market, the bandwagon

kicks in. Many companies want to add in a big

brand name, to be part of the scramble to kick

gas boilers out of houses along with oil and

LPG.

“In my experience a heat pump is much

slower in producing a high temperature of

water than any type of gas/oil boiler. Most

heat pumps are designed to stay in working

mode 24 hours a day. I expect this very cold

winter will have pushed up many household

electricity bills and the colder it is, the lower

the COP – down to maybe 2-2.5 against what

is promoted as being 4-5 COP.

“If we take electricity costs per kWh at

£0.12p, mains gas at £0.4p per kWh (putting to

one side the debate on carbon emissions) the

cost of running a heat pump to deliver the

same temperatures of water as was done by

mains gas, is no different in cost to using

under floor heating and a well-insulated house

or building.

“Having sold heat pumps, we had many

unhappy people who wanted their money

back. The biggest problem was very cold

weather – the system could not cope. The

next problem was finding heat pump

engineers to resolve problems, mainly to do

with electrics not plumbing. It is a myth that a

heat pump requires no servicing and will run

for 25 years with nothing going wrong – the

glycol in a ground source heat pump system

needs to be changed every three to five years

as over time it goes waxy. 

“What nobody is telling anybody in this

debate about heat pumps against gas/oil

boilers is the electricity being generated by a

distant power station burning gas, coal or

nuclear has transmission losses of 7% between

the power station and point of use, compared

with generation of heat at the point of use like

gas.

“My advice is that people should not

invest in one fuel but in a multi-fuel system

starting with solar thermal – the most cost-

effective and proven worldwide technology,

which can support your space heating and be

used for hot water too.”

The first Oil and Renewable Heating Show will take place on 28-29 October at the Ricoh Arena,

Coventry. Aimed at heating installers and technicians, this show will bring together the most

prominent and influential developers, manufacturers and suppliers of energy technologies. It will

also provide the perfect opportunity for visitors to get up to speed with the products and

technology driving this sector forward. Worcester Bosch has signed up for the event. Martyn

Bridges, director of marketing and technical support is looking forward to the event: “As a

leading manufacturer of boilers and renewable heating solutions we regard this new exhibition

as an excellent opportunity to showcase our products and services. This event also provides a

forum for Worcester to engage with installers and technicians who are embracing renewable

energy and those committed to sustaining the future of oil-fired boilers, both are key customers

for us.”

Firebird will also be exhibiting. The company’s Barry Brynildsen outlines why he feels this

show is so important: “As the only show aimed specifically at the oil heating market and as a

major player in this market, the Oil and Renewable Heating Show is an excellent opportunity to

promote our extensive range of products together with the company’s growing strength in the

UK market.”

Jonathan Hibbert from show organiser, A&D Publishing, said: “Anyone working with oil

heating and cooking will want to know how the industry will change over the next few years to

meet the challenge of reducing carbon emissions. The Oil and Renewable Heating Show will

offer technicians, architects, specifiers and local authorities the chance to find out more about

the future of this sector.”

The show will be followed on the Friday evening by OFTEC’s annual awards for excellence,

which will also be held at the Ricoh Arena. For more details call 01565 653283.

Missing out: Eric Hawkins feels there are many

issues being overlooked in the sale of heat

pumps

Oil and Renewable Heating Show
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A specialist in farm-

based anaerobic

digestion (AD) power

generation is to create a

£2.5million

environmentally-friendly

rural plant after planners

approved the farm-based

project. Farmgen, the

company behind the AD

plant at Dryholme Farm,

near Silloth, Cumbria,

predicts that the plant –

part of a £30 million

national investment

programme – could be

fully operational and

supplying electricity to

the national grid by early

next year. 

The company says

the plant – which will

create enough

continuous power for

more than 1,000 homes

and will generate 1.2MW

of electricity – will

provide a significant

boost to the rural

economy. It is already

building a similar plant in

rural Lancashire and

believes other similar AD

operations will soon be

commonplace across the

UK. It has already

earmarked a number of

potential ‘energy

farming’ sites across

Cumbria.

Ed Cattigan, chief

operating officer,

Farmgen, said: “We are

delighted to have

received planning

permission for the

Dryholme Farm operation

and look forward to

seeing it come on-

stream. We believe there

is huge potential for

anaerobic digestion

across the UK. Our

operation at Dryholme

will also show farmers

who may be interested in

the process how it

operates.”

Time ripe for

renewables
Recent weather

conditions, threatened

energy shortages and

price increases have

highlighted the need for

the UK to move to more

secure, sustainable and

renewable energy

sources, said NICEIC. 

“Not only will

microgeneration be one

of the viable solutions for

the anticipated ‘energy

crunch’ but it will also

contribute significantly to

the UK government’s

legally-binding targets

for carbon reduction,”

explained Emma

McCarthy, chief

operating officer, NICEIC

Group. 

“With further

training on the individual

specific technologies, for

example solar PV, solar

thermal and heat pumps,

installers can achieve the

extra knowledge and

skills required to 

then apply for

Microgeneration

Certification Scheme

(MCS) registration and

take advantage of the

opportunities available.”

NICEIC has seen a

demand from installers to

gain registration on the

MCS grow – in particular

for solar PV – in order to

take advantage of

renewable–installation

funding available,

including the proposed

Feed-in Tariffs (FiTs).

News in brief
Solfex has entered the

photovoltaic market with 2

lines of modules on offer.

These are Kioto MCS-

approved multi-crystalline

versions ranging in power

from 185w – 210w and Kioto

mono-crystalline versions

ranging in power from 210 –

220w. Solfex is also offering

inverters available from

manufacturers such as SMA

and FRONIUS.

Nu-Heat has a special offer –

purchase a 3-day heat pump

course and a 3-day solar

thermal course and receive a

2-day underfloor heating

course free. This is a saving

of £260 plus VAT. All courses

are NICEIC approved.

www.nu-heat.co.uk/training

Navitron is planning a ten-

plus day tour of the UK

starting in May offering full or

half day training on

renewable energy installation

with a primary focus on solar.

For more details call

01572 725512.

Potterton Solar in-roof panels

has achieved Transitional

Agreement certification

under the Microgeneration

Certification Scheme (MCS). 

The Daikin Altherma range

now has MCS accreditation

making it eligible for grant-

funding under the Low

Carbon Buildings Programme.

Mark

Russell is

project

manager

for the

new

HETAS

Solid

Biomass

Assurance Scheme (SBAS).

HETAS has launched the

scheme with the support of

government funding from the

Department of Environment

and Climate Change (DECC).

Both commercial and

domestic biomass can be

approved.

Are wind

proposals just

hot air?

There has been a mixed

reaction to the news that

homeowners in Scotland

may be allowed to put

wind turbines on roofs

without planning

permission.

Under the proposals,

turbines with a maximum

height of 3m and 3.5m in

diameter, would be

permitted. Free standing

turbines as tall as 11m

and at least 100m from

neighbouring properties,

would also be allowed.

The proposals also cover

air source heat pumps

which could be installed

in non-conservation

areas.

Scottish Climate

Change Minister, Stewart

Stevenson, feels the move

will make it easier for

households to generate

their own electricity by

cutting red tape and

should also generate new

jobs. 

James Stoney,

Leading Edge Turbines,

welcomed the move:

“Permitted development

rights for wind turbines

will remove one of the

largest hurdles customers

face when installing a

wind turbine. We

welcome the proposals

which, with the

introduction of the Feed-

in Tariff, should prove a

massive boost to the

deployment of wind

turbines throughout the

UK.”

Dale Vince,

managing director,

Ecotricity producer of

large-scale turbines, feels

the proposals are heading

in the right direction. “In

fact, we’re calling for the

same thing as these new

proposals – a more

positive, enlightened

approach from local

planning. I would add

that every site needs to

be judged on its own

merit (wind speeds can

vary from field to field, or

rooftop to rooftop in this

case), whether it’s for

mini-wind turbines, solar

panels or our large-scale

turbines. But obviously

sites in Scotland, being a

windier part of the world

than many other regions

of the UK, are likely to be

more productive in many

cases,” he stated.

Ivan Lucas, Navitron,

is more cautious. “The

proposals are a step in

the right direction but

are, unfortunately

misguided,” he said.

“There is still a persistent

acceptance of roof-

mounted turbines despite

the fact that their

application has been

discredited by experts

and by the Energy Saving

Trust in their field trial.

The proposed permitted-

rights tower height of

11m is great news but

being limited to those

sites 100m away from

neighbouring properties

is extremely restrictive –

very few properties exist

within a 200m diameter

circle of splendid

isolation!” Lucas added.

Positive move: Ecotricity’s

Dale Vince thinks the

proposals for wind

turbines are a step in the

right direction

In recognition of the

continuing tough conditions

for the electrical

contracting industry,

NICEIC has announced a

price freeze on registration

and application fees for

2010 and 2011. 

NICEIC is also offering a

free transfer from other Part

P competent persons

schemes to its Domestic

Installer scheme, subject to

conditions being met. 

For more details on how to

benefit from NICEIC

registration and payment

plans log onto

www.niceic.com 

“The Feed-in Tariff will help change the way we think about the energy needs of our buildings and reduce the

payback period,” says Perry Jackson, general manager of the Mitsubishi Electric photovoltaic department. 

P8 the response to FiTs.

Anaerobic digestion plant 

gets the go-ahead



Turnkey solutions for

housing market

Social housing providers and

developers are being offered a

turnkey solution by Geothermal

International (GI), provider of

heating and cooling buildings.

The company has launched a

new division which will

specialise in the housing

market. 

GI Housing will provide

both ground and air source heat

pump systems and financial

assistance will be available

through a guaranteed stream of

Carbon Emissions Reduction

Target (CERT) grants which

Geothermal International has

secured from Scottish &

Southern Energy (SSE), its

strategic partner. 

Brian Davidson, managing

director, Geothermal

International, said: “We are

delighted to announce this new

division which will bring the

benefits of both GSHP and

ASHP to the social housing

market. These efficient methods

of heating will help social

housing providers and

developers to play their part in

the campaign to cut carbon

emissions and tenants will

benefit from lower heating

bills.”

As well as CERT grants

provided through Geothermal

International’s strategic partner,

SSE, GI Housing can advise on

future funding streams, such as

the Renewable Heat Initiative

(RHI) and Feed-In Tariffs, both

due to start in the near future.

Stewart Purchase, director

of GI Housing, said: “These are

exciting times and GI Housing

is ready to offer a single source

solution for anyone looking for

renewable energy solutions

which reduce carbon footprint

and take advantage of the

substantial funding

opportunities available. We offer

a complete service, from initial

assessment, design and sizing

of the most suitable system,

through to installation and

commissioning, with the option

of an on-going maintenance

contract available as well.”

www.geothermalint.co.uk

Llani Solar welcomes

Renewable Heat

Incentive

Welsh renewables company, Llani

Solar, has welcomed the

publication of the consultation of

the Renewable Heat Incentive

(RHI) scheme, which the

government plans to introduce in

April 2011. This will take over

from the Low Carbon Buildings

Programme which will be phased

out by the end of 2010.

The Renewable Heat

Incentive will pay a fixed amount

per year to people who install

renewable heating equipment

such as solar water heating, heat

pumps or wood fuel boilers. It is

proposed that the payments will

continue for 10 to 23 years

depending on the technology and

will be available for all systems

installed after July 2009. 

The final details of how

payments will be worked out

have yet to be confirmed, as the

government’s proposal is still out

for consultation. Chris Lord Smith

of Llani Solar said: “This scheme

is designed to give an average

pay back of 8-10 years on these

renewable technologies, which

means up to a 12% return on

capital spent. In today’s economic

climate that’s better than any

investment available. There has

never been a better time to install

renewable heating.”

BRE courses on offer

BRE is offering a series of one-day

seminars to assist with the key

aspects of becoming MCS

certificated. They are designed for

anyone looking at becoming a

renewable energy installer or for

existing installers keen to gain

MCS certification. The training

costs £125 + VAT and if you

attend more than one course, the

price is reduced to £75 + VAT.

The seminars are:

12 April Solar Water Heating, 28

April Heat Pumps, 11 May

Biomass, 25 May Small Wind

Turbines. 

BRE is also planning micro-CHP

and micro-hydro. 

For more details log on to

www.bre.co.uk
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Racing ahead: Staff at

HWE, supporter of the first

Renewables Race

Joining forces: Plumb Center has teamed up with Ploughcroft to launch SolarReady, a

solar roofing service

Plumb Center’s 

head for heights

Plumb Center has introduced a

service for its customers that

aims to remove the hassle of

installing solar panels on roofs. It

has teamed up with roofing

company Ploughcroft to launch

SolarReady, a solar roofing

service. The service saves time,

effort and expense by removing

the need for working at height,

investing in safety training or the

purchase/hire of costly

installation equipment. 

The SolarReady service

includes on-roof, in-roof or

evacuated tube installations. The

panels are ordered from Plumb

Center and an installation date is

arranged with Ploughcroft to

take care of the access and

roofing work and installation of

the panels on the roof. This

leaves the installer to complete

the necessary internal

installation work.

On your bike

Biomass heat specialist,

Highland Wood Energy (HWE) is

supporting the inaugural

Renewables Race to celebrate

the renewables sector. The aim

is to bring together people from

all sectors of the industry such as

consultants, manufacturers,

suppliers, installers, project

managers and customers.

The event will take place on

Saturday 15 May. Anyone

wishing to join should log on to:

www.nofussevents.co.uk

Free heat pump training
ICS Heat Pump Technology ‘s Level 1 Introduction to Heat Pumps

course is free of charge throughout 2010. The company is providing

this service to introduce installers and specifiers to the heat pump

market. 

This one-day course aims to provide a better understanding of the

sector from a commercial and residential point of view. The course is

held at training facilities in Blackpool and Southampton. 

Dates for the Level 1 training at Blackpool are: April 20, May 12,

13, June 16, 17, July 21, 22, August 11, 12, September 15, 16. Level 1

training will also be held in Southampton on May 20, June 24, July 8,

August 19 and September 23.

ICS is also supporting MacMillan Cancer Support by donating £10

per delegate on its Level 2 training.

For more information call 08452 417 617 or log on to

www.icsheatpumps.co.uk



To find out more about the outstanding benefits of becoming an Approved Ecodan Installer

email heating@meuk.mee.com or visit www.mitsubishielectric.co.uk/heating

Becoming an Approved Ecodan Installer enables you to supply one of the most advanced,

reliable and efficient renewable heating systems available today. The easy to install, multi-award winning 

Ecodan air source heat pump is the true alternative to traditional gas or oil systems. Ecodan offers low cost, 

low carbon heating and hot water as well as helping to achieve the Code for Sustainable Homes.

Visit us at



o, the final structure of

Feed-in Tariffs (FiTs) for

small-scale generators of

green electricity has been made

public. In a bid to boost the

amount of locally-produced green

energy and help us on our way to

a low carbon society, FiTs entitle

producers to claim payments for

the low carbon technology they

produce. It applies to biomass,

PV, wind, hydro and anaerobic

digestion.

The non-taxable scheme

operates on two levels – the

electricity supplier giving a fixed

payment for every kilowatt hour

(kWh) generated (the ‘generation

tariff’). An ‘export tariff’ will also

be paid for every kWh exported to

the wider energy market.

The move has been

welcomed by Mitsubishi Electric,

which recognises its aim to

increase the amount of locally-

produced green energy. “The

Feed-in Tariff will help change

the way we think about the

energy needs of our buildings and

reduce the payback period,” says

Perry Jackson, general manager of

the company’s photovoltaic

department. 

Jackson adds that according

to the FiT announcement by Ed

Miliband, Energy and Climate

Change Secretary, “a typical

2.5kW well-sited PV installation

could offer a homeowner a reward

of up to £900 and save them £140

a year on their electricity bill”. 

Dulas, the Welsh renewables

company also sees positives in

the new FiTs. Ian Draisey,

director, comments: “This long

awaited announcement from the

Department of Energy and

Climate Change signals a kick

start to the UK’s microgeneration

industry. With possible returns of

up to 8%, businesses and

individuals will now see

microgeneration and small-scale

renewable development as a

secure investment.”

Michael Phillips, senior

project manager at the company,

also sees benefits. “This provides

a fantastic opportunity for

landowners and farmers in Wales

to develop new income streams,

create new energy projects and

help us tackle climate change at

the same time. For communities,

the FiT provides the financial

support necessary to make these

schemes viable – we have high

hopes it will stimulate community

energy enterprises in Wales who

themselves can then become

more self sustaining,” he says.

But not everyone is seeing

positives in the announcement.

Good Energy is leading a national

campaign urging the government

to re-assess its reward scheme for

early adopters of microgeneration.

Under the Clean Energy Cash-

back Scheme, householders who

install microgeneration

technology will receive a feed-in

tariff payment of up to 41.3

p/kWh. However, these payments

will only apply to new generators

who installed their technology

after 15th July 2009. Those who

installed their renewable

technology before this date will

only receive 9p/kWh under the

scheme. Good Energy’s ‘Fair Deal

for Energy Entrepreneurs’

campaign calls for the

government to address this

discrepancy which effectively

penalises early adopters of

microgeneration technology.

Juliet Davenport, CEO and

founder of Good Energy, says:

“The UK microgeneration

industry owes its existence to

early adopters who took on the

costs of installing their own

generation equipment. The jobs

created in this sector would not

be here if it weren’t for them and

the government must understand

that by doing this it discourages

any business or individual to be

pioneering or move ahead of

government policy.”

What’s your view? Let us

know lu@andpublishing.co.uk

Old dog,Nu tricks

New technology made easy

• Underfloor heating – from extensions to
multi-site developments.

• Heat pumps – ground source, air 
source and exhaust air models 
with complete design and 
commissioning service.

• Solar thermal – full range 
of flat panel models.

Each technology available 

individually or as 

an integrated package.

Full system design warranty.

Award-winning manuals and User Guides.

Training in renewables and underfloor heating

available at our accredited training centre.

To request a brochure and dvd visit our 
website at www.nu-heat.co.uk/rei0210

or contact us on 0800 731 1976.

Nu-Heat
U N D E R F L O O R  &  R E N E W A B L E S

underfloor heating
heat pumps  |  solar

design | innovation | expertise | service

www.nu-heat.co.uk
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Seeing FiT – what’s the response?

Pay fair: Juliet Davenport, CEO and

founder, Good Energy, feels that the

Clean Energy Cash-back Scheme is unfair

to early adopters of microgeneration

technology

“The government
must understand
that by doing this it
discourages any
business or
individual to be
pioneering or 
move ahead of
government policy.” 
Juliet Davenport,
Good Energy

S “This provides 
a fantastic
opportunity” 
Michael Phillips,
Dulas
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ow, I don’t want to stand accused of whinging on, like George

Monbiot and company, but, having read the FiTs response and

the RHI consultation, both released on February 1, I found it

difficult to believe they had been produced by the Department of

Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and, at times, that they had

bothered to produce them at all.

FiTs and RHI are distinct, proposed, programs designed to

encourage the deployment of small-scale renewable electricity

technology and renewable heat technology respectively. The two

schemes are quite different in terms of their target audience and the

anticipated impact they will achieve. At the same time they are

intrinsically linked by virtue of the available technologies and in that

they form part of the UK renewable strategy alongside ROCs and

Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation (RTFO).

FiTs, in its simplest form, is a two-tier cash back scheme, for

renewable electricity generators up to 5Mw, where your energy

provider pays you a fixed sum for every Kwh of electricity you produce

and a further fixed sum for every Kwh of electricity you export to the

grid (even if that is the same electricity). Other than opting out of a

fixed export tariff, there are no real ways in which the scheme can be

complicated. 

RHI is similar, in that it rewards those who generate heat from

renewable sources but, due to complicating issues like ‘how do you

measure heat?’ and ‘how do you know if that heat has been used and

not just released?’ RHI will be much more complex.

Both of these schemes fall under the same umbrella as the

Renewables Obligation (in fact some say that FiTs is only being

brought in to unburden Ofgem which currently spends 50% of its RO

budget dealing with just 2% – by generating potential – of the

generators) and it is here that the cracks begin to show.

One big issue with the current ROCs system is that new, fuel

burning, generators are subject to the Fuel Measurement and Sampling

(FMS) procedures. This process is designed to ensure that only ‘non

fossil’ fuel is included in calculations for ROCs and it does so by

applying ridiculous and arcane rules and regulations. To further

enhance application misery, Ofgem has just one person to deal with

FMS procedure applications. With this bottleneck in mind I wonder

why FiTs will now completely exclude the use of biomass or liquid

biofuel as eligible generating techniques? They are however, to be

allowable under the RHI system. Are we to believe that a resolve will be

found to the complexities of ensuring that renewable fuels are, in fact,

renewable in the next 14 months before RHI is launched?

DECC says biodiesel is a renewable fuel if it is used in a car or in a

blend with heating oil (but only up to 45kw), but is fossil fuel if it is used

in a CHP or a generator. This makes them look very foolish.

CHP itself seems to have taken a bit of a kicking in this round of

policy changes. It has survived, up to now, by presenting itself as a

stepping stone to renewables by better utilising natural gas. There is

nothing wrong with this, but as we look forward to 100% renewables,

the concept of rewarding a fossil fuel technology seems perverse.

However, CHP can and does apply to renewables too.

Liquid biofuel CHP is well established, but unfortunately too

complex for ROCs, excluded from FiTs and pointless for RHI without

the support of either ROCs or FiTs. Biomass CHP has become more

prevalent recently but again, ROCs are complicated and FiTs are

excluded. 

It seems that the UK renewable energy policy is fragmenting. Re-

adhesion could only be pursued by a re-write of the policies, systems

and procedures covering electricity generation, heat generation and

transport. The alternative, of course, would be to build tens of

thousands of wind turbines which will produce enough energy to

satisfy the UK demand.

BeneFiTs galore
Dulas is pleased with Feed-in Tariffs

Following the new Feed-in Tariff (FiT) and Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) announcement by Ed Miliband, Energy and Climate Change

Secretary, Dulas feels there is much to look forward to.

Ian Draisey, director, Dulas, comments: “This long-awaited announcement from the Department of Energy and Climate Change signals a

kick-start to the UK’s microgeneration industry. With possible returns of up to 8% businesses and individuals will now see microgeneration

and small-scale renewable development as a secure investment. Dulas is primed as a company to take full advantage of this opportunity.”

Alongside the FiT announcement Miliband stated that, “… a family installing a typical 2.5 kilowatt peak photovoltaic system would earn £900

a year and save them £140 on their annual electricity bill.”

An average retrofit solar system of 2.5kWp will attract 41.3p/kWh whilst new build systems will attract 36.1p/kWh. “This provides a

fantastic opportunity for landowners and farmers in Wales to develop new income streams, create new energy projects and help us tackle

climate change at the same time. For communities, the FiT provides the financial support necessary to make these schemes viable – we have

high hopes it will stimulate community energy enterprises in Wales who themselves can then become more self sustaining,” Michael Phillips,

senior project manager, said.

Counting the Co2ST: 

Toni Griffiths, managing

director, Co2ST

News: Analysis

Why bother?
Toni Griffiths, managing director,Co2ST, 

makes a point about Feed-in Tariffs and the 

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)

N
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n the age of corporate

social responsibility,

more and more

customers – whether from the,

public sector, commercial,

industrial or even retail sectors –

are looking for renewable

suppliers/installers who have

evidence of sustainability

practices throughout their

business activities, before

purchasing from them. 

As renewable energy

installers we should conduct our

businesses so that what we do

has minimal impact on the

environment, locally and globally.

One way of proving credibility to

potential customers is to develop

an environmental policy. This

should bring many benefits

including improved corporate

image, increased customer sales

and market share, plus more

efficient processes and

procedures. Additionally, it

should reduce the cost of energy

and fuel, reduce the cost of waste

and provide a reduction in carbon

footprint and greenhouse gas

emissions.

What to include 

Your policy ought to reflect your

business activity and should be

relevant to the company. By

looking at aspects of your

business, ways you can reduce

waste and energy for example,

will be highlighted. The policy

should be undertaken by

someone in the organisation, who

will have the authority to make

changes to the business. 

A good way to start is to

review your company’s processes.

See below left for some aspects

that should be considered.

How the information is

presented is important. Keep the

statement short – one side of A4.

It is meant for everyone to see, so

make sure it’s easy to read and

understand . 

Making the policy

worthwhile
Creating the policy should allow

you to examine your business

practices and make solid

changes. It will allow you to

understand the principles

involved and accept responsibility

for the carbon usage/pollution

generated by your company. The

next step towards sustainability is

to create a written commitment in

the form of an environmental

policy statement. This should be

signed by a senior executive to

demonstrate it is company policy,

and it should also be reviewed at

regular intervals.

Producing an environmental

policy can only work to the good

of a company. Showing that you

have assessed your own impact

as a business on the environment

underlines the fact that you are a

credible renewables player which

should help attract customers

looking for companies that really

do practise what they preach. 

A policy that pays off
An example

environmental

statement:  

XYZ Installers are committed

to reducing carbon dioxide

emission and minimising the

impact of all our activities on

the environment. The key

points to achieving this

policy are: 

 The company will comply

with all relevant

environmental legislation;

 We will measure our impact

on the environment and set

targets for on-going

improvement CRC (Carbon

Reduction Commitment);

 We will minimise waste by

evaluating operations and

ensuring they are as efficient

as possible;

 We will minimise carbon

dioxide emissions through

the choice of vehicles and

transportation methods;

 We will reduce energy usage

by monitoring the amount

and source of our heat, light

and power requirement;

 The company will

implement a training

program for all its staff to

raise awareness of

environmental issues and

encourage their support to

improve company

performance;

 We will source and promote

a product range that

minimises the

environmental impact of

both supply and installation,

and encourage our suppliers

to adopt similar principles;

 We will use an accredited

method to offset the

greenhouse gas emissions

generated by our activities;

 We will promote awareness

of sustainability practices by

using co2mmitted too

carbon reduction logo on all

advertising and stationery.

Logical step: Andrew

Carrington, Solar Logic,

believes environmental

policies are worthwhile

• Energy usage – Measure gas/electric usage in KW/hr. What,

when and how is power being used? Look at all departments in

the company – are there any high energy users? Are appliances

or lights left on when not in use? Are all lights and IT / office

equipment low wattage? Once this is done, you can begin to re-

evaluate how much energy you use and whether it is justified;

• Inspect the building fabric – Consider insulating the building,

reducing drafts, increasing natural light or changing your heating

method;

• Analyse fuel bills – the mpg of vehicles, look at air mileage, train

mileage and public transport. Also consider the commuting

distances of staff and supplier delivery distances;

• Waste – What is your waste disposal method? Can you recycle

more or reduce the amount created?

• Water usage – Measure water usage. Can you sensibly use less?

Look for leaks and evaluate staff usage and practices;

• Raw materials/goods inwards/stationery – Do your raw materials

come from sustainable resources? Can they be sourced locally,

and do your suppliers have an environment policy?

Andrew Carrington,

Solar Logic, outlines the

advantages to

renewable companies of

producing their own

environmental policy

I



Delivering high quality photovoltaic 
components to industry

• Austrian manufactured modules, 

German Q cells

• Inverters from leading suppliers, SMA 

and Fronius

• German manufactured mounting 

systems with telescopic rails

• Module roof integration products

• PV cable and accessories

• Large stock holdings and overnight 

distribution with continued 

uninterrupted supply chain

Austrian 

Manufactured

 

sales@solfex.co.uk

www.solfex.co.uk 01772  312847
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As the political parties jostle for

position to champion the

economic and environmental

advantages of green power, a

report from the European Union

revealed the UK is predicting to

fall well short on achieving its

renewable energy targets every

year until 2016.

But will the gap in setting

binding targets and delivering on

them be just the tip of the iceberg

with the potential for a new

government taking over at

Number 10?

Influential right-wing

website Conservativehome polled

250 Tory candidates in the party’s

most winnable seats: 144

responded. Each was given a list

of 19 different public policy

priorities. The candidates were

asked to rank each from 1 to 5 in

levels of importance. There was

no limit to the number of issues

which could receive five points.

Nonetheless there was one issue

which came far and away bottom,

trailing all the others.

With an average score of just

2.8, ‘reducing Britain’s carbon

footprint’ was deemed to be way

less important than any other

issue. Law and order, the

economy and European Union

bashing ranked very high in the

respondents’ priorities. So for that

matter did “more help for

marriage”. 

Or “protecting the English

[sic] countryside”. All had

significantly more support as a

priority for Conservative

legislators.

In the end just eight out of

141 prospective Conservative

MPs (5%) appear to regard climate

change as a five-star, top-ranking

issue. This is a very sobering

statistic.

Andrew Warren, director at

the Association for the

Conservation of Energy (ACE),

said: “The leaders of the three

main political parties, and their

energy and environment

spokesmen, are at one in

stressing the seriousness and the

urgency of adopting policies to

address this threat. 

“During the forthcoming

election campaign, I can

confidently predict that the only

dissension between the relevant

senior party figures will be

regarding who would adopt the

most effective policies to

minimise the impact of changing

our climate.

“So there is no significant

dispute about the importance of

this matter? Is this purely a

managerial issue now? My

concern is not with the party

leaders. It is with the followers.

More precisely, it is the lack of

traction the climate change issue

now has among those likely to be

taking their seats as Conservative

MPs after May.”

What will the General Election mean

for the renewables industry?
With a change in the country’s political landscape looming, REI looks at the upcoming General Election and

examines what it all means for the renewable industry

News: Profile



The road to zero carbon buildings has

prompted the most astonishing list of new

legislation and regulatory frameworks – most

of which are not required. There were 18

government consultation exercises that our

sector could have responded to in the past six

months. This is madness. 

The latest is on creating a zero carbon

policy for new non-domestic buildings and,

like all the others, is well intentioned.

However, we must get on with the urgent task

of ‘greening’ our existing building stock as

more than 70% of buildings in use today will

still be operating in 50 years time.

We already have the regulatory

framework we need to take on this massive

task. The Building Regulations and the EU’s

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

(EPBD), which has given us building energy

labels (EPCs and DECs) as well as mandatory

air conditioning inspections – boilers above

70kW are likely to follow later this year – are in

force. What we don’t have is a robust system

for enforcing them.

Any work carried out on ‘controlled

services’ in existing buildings must be

reported as complying with the UK Building

Regulations to local authority building control

departments – and there are, theoretically,

penalties for failing to do this. Many local

authority control officers do not seem to be

aware of this. There are penalties for failing to

have an energy performance certificate when

a building comes up for sale or rent, but only

28% of buildings actually do. 

Self-certification is a route the

government says it favours so that properly

qualified contractors can ensure clients

comply with the regulations. The Heating and

Ventilating Contractors’ Association (HVCA)

has supported this approach by encouraging

members to join Competent Person Schemes.

We have also supported the accreditation

programmes for air conditioning inspections

and low carbon energy assessments so that

properly trained contractors deliver the EPCs

and DECs along with the expert advice

needed to help clients improve their ratings. 

Many contractors have invested

considerable time and money in the training,

but have been confronted with general

indifference from clients. There is a culture of

non-compliance out there caused by lack of

enforcement of the law. 

Let’s hope that whoever comes into

power this May will recognise how badly this

is holding back our attempts to create a low

carbon economy and will take action.

Opinion
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REI: What are your plans for

2010? 

SB: We are launching Baxi

Ecogen, the first commercially

available, wall-mounted free piston

Sterling engine micro-CHP

appliance. We are also introducing

a new Baxi biomass boiler, which

can be installed in any room and

combined with other heat sources.

REI: What do you see as the

growth areas in renewables? 

SB: Solar thermal, air source heat

pumps and biomass are set to be

the most popular low/zero carbon

products. The introduction of the

Microgeneration Certification

Scheme (MCS) will help

homeowners and installers to

access grant funding for these

technologies. Baxi Solarflo,

Ambiflo air source heat pumps

and Baxi Biomass have all

achieved MCS certification.

REI: How is Baxi Group cutting

its own carbon footprint? 

SB: We are accredited to ISO

14001 Environmental

Management Systems and have

streamlined our manufacturing

and distribution depots – all

deliveries are calculated by

computer to achieve the most

efficient use of transport. Our

packaging is made from recycled

materials and has been reduced.

We also use a Baxi Dach mini-

CHP unit in our Warwick offices.

Sarah Brook, marketing director,

Baxi Group

Please, no more

regulation!
Bob Towse, head of technical and safety at the HVCA, hopes the new

government will slim down its regulatory programme and focus on

what is already in place

Mainstream microgeneration
Anthony Heywood, BRE, offers an MCS update

Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS) is growing rapidly. There are now around 500

installers and the same number of products successfully through the certification process. Feed-

in Tariffs are set to turn the UK microgeneration industry from the specialist into the mainstream.

When a similar scheme was introduced in Germany some 10 years ago, the PV sector grew by a

factor of 50 in a matter of five years! BRE is hosting a FiTs awareness seminar on 15th April – see

www.bre.co.uk/events for details – designed to inform on all aspects of the scheme. It is

supported by wind/PV and small-scale CHP case studies. It goes without saying that both

products and installers must be certified through MCS, so don’t delay if you want to be in at the

start!

Less is more: Bob

Towse, HVCA,

asks that the new

government pares

down industry

regulations

Sarah brook

Baxi Group

Q&A
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world famous cheese

made using old wood.

Sounds highly unlikely,

but it’s true. Stinking Bishop, the

cheese featured in Wallace and

Gromit and a favourite in delis

around the world, is made in a

Gloucestershire farm dairy using

an HDG biomass boiler. It was

supplied by Euroheat and

installed by Hereford-based

installer, Alun Matthews of the

Efficient Energy Centre.

Charles Martell, the farmer

who invented and makes the

cheese has set up his farm and

dairy to be a sustainable as

possible. When he came to

redesign the dairy side of the

operation, wood burning was an

obvious option as the farm can

supply its own timber and there is

also a continuous supply of waste

wood, mainly pallets. 

The dairy needs lots of hot

water, primarily for the

pasteurisation and heating of the

milk to start the cheese-making

process. Washing down the dairy

each day also demands large

volumes of very hot water to

ensure completely hygienic

conditions (Martell needs to make

sure that the stinks in the cheese

are the ones he wants). Lastly, the

whole dairy is heated with an

underfloor system using the heat

from the boiler. 

Boiler expertise

An HDG Euro 50kW log burning

boiler acts as the main heat

source. The boiler feeds into a

3000 litre buffer vessel held at

80ºC. Also feeding into this vessel

are solar panels mounted on the

diary roof. The boiler is manually

fired, usually once a day, and the

ash removal is simple using the

front and side doors. The boiler

has a Lambda control whereby

the flue gases are continually

monitored and two servo motors

control the primary and secondary

air. This gives operating

efficiencies up to 90%.

The Martell dairy has a buffer

tank because biomass boilers do

not burn like gas or oil boilers

which reach their output in a few

seconds and then turn off. To get

the best efficiency from biomass

the technique is to use the boiler

to heat an accumulator or buffer

tank so that the boiler has a long,

consistent burn and then is

turned off or down. The buffer

also allows very high peak usage

of hot water. 

The boiler is the end part of a

detailed planning session where

Euroheat worked with Martell and

Matthews the installer to explore

what sort of result was needed,

where and how the wood supply

came and the type of building

where the plant would be

installed. 

Wood burning is only truly

effective if the whole package, the

boiler, the fuel and its handling

plus the link to the heating

system via an accumulator, is

right so we sell a system package

that will save money, save CO2

and give years of satisfactory

service. Euroheat says it will only

sell a boiler if it knows that the

scheme is designed correctly.

“Too often we hear of

heating systems where the boiler

is no longer used because the

system was not designed for

biomass,” says Simon Holden,

Euroheat. The end result is a CAD

Cheese from the trees: Charles Martell, inventor of Stinking

Bishop cheese, has set up his farm and dairy to be as

sustainable as possible 

The big cheese

A
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design of the whole of the boiler

plant.

Warm invitation

Architects, specifiers and

consultants are invited to visit the

Euroheat centre, ideally at the

earliest stage when the fuel and

heating system is being

considered. “The Technical team

can present and discuss the

options and solutions showing

examples of similar schemes in

operation. Training of contractors

can also be arranged leading to

HETAS certification,” Holden

adds. Euroheat’s Centre, in its

own 450 sq metre building within

the HQ complex in Herefordshire

was designed to show all types of

wood burning boilers in operation

as a resource for clients,

architects, planners, consultants

and their contractors. “It offers

detailed, one-to-one guidance on

types of boiler, handling of fuels

and system design to ensure that

wood can deliver the running cost

and CO2 saving it is capable of.

Log burning, chip and pellet

burning boilers are all underfire

and fuel storage and handling can

be seen in operation. The boilers

work with the small district

heating scheme that heats the

complex,” explains Holden.

Holden says there is not

another resource in the UK like

this for installers and their

customers, to decide on the basis

of sound experience, how their

biomass installation can be

successfully planned and

installed. “We warmly welcome

installers to visit to see this

resource for themselves,” he adds.

www.euroheat.co.uk

Dairy box: The HDG biomass boiler, supplied by

Euroheat, at home in Charles Martell’s dairy



Renewable is ‘do-able’

The Plumb Center offered a ‘hands-on’ attraction to show

visitors that renewable is ‘do-able’. The inaugural ‘Practical

Installer, was opened by Hergen Haye, head of distributed

energy and heat policy at the Department of Energy and

Climate Change. He stressed the importance of renewable

technology in achieving carbon reduction targets by 2050

and the vital role registered installers will play. 

Andrew Keating, commercial director, Plumb Center

said: “We were delighted by the very positive response from

visitors to Practical Installer. To be able to spend time with

installers and show them the technology in operation was a

huge benefit. The enthusiasm to embrace renewable

technologies is increasing but it was clear from the amount

of questions we were asked that installers are trying to

gather information to help them make the right choices and

through Practical Installer we were trying to make it as easy

as possible for them to do so.” 

Solar expertise
Danny Wilkinson, director, Solfex was full of praise for this year’s

show. The company put together an impressive stand which attracted

many visitors interested in the solar thermal components expertise of

this company. “This was a really worthwhile event for our company,”

said Wilkinson. “The visitors to our stand provided many quality

leads.” 

Based in Preston, Lancashire, Solfex also offers solar thermal

training from its dedicated training facility. This boasts live working

systems that supply all the company’s distribution centres’ hot water

requirements. There are also indoor roofs with mounted collector

arrays and demonstration test areas for components and system

controls. 

“Building on the success we had at this year’s show, we are

planning an even larger presence at Ecobuild 2011 at its new location,

the Excel Arena, London Docklands,” Wilkinson added. 

Knowledge: Ecobuild
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Ecobuild – renewables flourishing
Despite the economy having had a tough time over the last year, the turnout at Ecobuild provided proof of a

strong renewables sector. Over 41,000 visitors came through its doors, making it the biggest Ecobuild so far.

As Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, Ed Miliband, fought his way through the crowds to

launch his Eco Homes Strategy, it was clear that there is keen interest in the product development, services,

expertise and best practice offered by our industry

In the Solar Hub of it
Solarcentury gave visitors the chance to see a live model city with

hands-on solar power solutions, in the ‘Solar Hub’. The company

worked in partnership with the world’s leading solar providers, in order

to give Ecobuild visitors an opportunity to experiment with working

solar solutions and see how they can be integrated into both residential

and commercial buildings.

Success story: Due to the success of this year’s Ecobuild, 

Solfex is looking ahead to the 2011 event

Showing a hand: Hands-on action on

the Plumb Center stand

Growing appeal
Amongst the most prominent launches announced at Ecobuild was

the Nottingham HOUSE (Home Optimising the Use of Solar

Energy), a two-storey, energy efficient, solar powered home – the

fruition of Saint-Gobain’s collaboration with Nottingham University

for the Solar Decathlon Europe competition. Eco Modular Living’s

new three bedroom Eco Modular home for the social housing sector

also generated huge interest.

Another popular new initiative, Ecobuild Installer, teamed a

series of more than 90 training sessions, with hands-on

demonstrations of the installation of renewable energy systems.

Ecobuild event director, Moira Edwards, said: “We’re

delighted that Ecobuild continues to grow in its appeal to the

design and construction community. We work hard to deliver a rich

and rewarding proposition – over 100 free conference and seminar

sessions, dozens of attractions and special events, and of course

the Ecobuild exhibition with over 1,000 exhibitors this year – so to

see that taken up so enthusiastically is very heartening, particularly

given the tough economic conditions.”



www.icsheatpumps.co.uk

Call us: 08452 417 617 or email us: partners@icsheatpumps.co.uk

STAY AHEAD OF YOUR COMPETITORS

ENTER THE FAST DEVELOPING

HEAT PUMP MARKET

• FREE... one day introduction to heat pumps training

• FREE... marketing support value £1,000

• FREE... on-line partner hub for technical & sales

information

...what else would you expect?

Your complete PARTNER support service
from the Heat Pump specialists
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Cracking the codes

Mitsubishi Electric showcased its advanced range

of residential heating, ventilation and power

generation equipment at Ecobuild. This included

the company’s Ecodan air source heat pumps. The

company also demonstrated the benefits of

combining power generation with home heating.

“Ecodan addresses the need for low carbon, mass

market home heating and can help houses achieve

Levels 3 and 4 of the Code for Sustainable Homes,”

explained Donald Daw, commercial director for the

company. “Now we are highlighting the benefits of

combining this low carbon heating with our

photovoltaic power generating units to show how

this can help achieve Level 5,” he added.

Experts on hand

Calorex had a very busy Ecobuild as staff advised

on heat pump selection and system design. The

company offers courses for specifiers and

contractors at its Essex-based Heat Pump

Technical Centre.

Those who visited the stand will have seen

the Pro-Pac heat pump range, aimed at the small to

medium-sized commercial market. 

Simply the best

Simon Holden, chairman, Euroheat had a fantastic show. “This exhibition was one of

the best of the many shows we support. We talked to a variety of people, from specifiers

to homeowners looking for clear information on the choice of biomass heating they

should consider. As we also used the show to launch our new Rika stove/boiler range it

was worth the hard work,” he said.

Show time: Ecobuild provided the

perfect opportunity for Euroheat to

launch its Rika stove/ boiler range

• Qualified Electricians
• Roofer/Installers
• Surveyors 

Specialists in photovoltaic 
energy systems looking for

For more information 
Tel: 0845 222 24 24
Email: info@gosolarlogic.co.uk

Knowledge: Ecobuild
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Knowledge: Case Studies

What: Regeneration of
a Lancashire street

How: Using solar in-
roof flat plate collector
panels

Result: Energy
efficiency and
sustainability

S O L A r  T h E r m A L

What: Biomass
heating at East
Midlands Airport

How: Using willow
from the airport’s own
willow farm

Result: A saving of
350 tonnes of CO2
emissions

b I O m A S S

Every Street in Whitefield, on

the outskirts of Nelson in

Lancashire, has been

transformed as part of a

regeneration project by Pendle

Borough Council. Whitefield is

one of Pendle’s Housing Market

Renewal (HMR) areas. Long

term sustainability and energy

efficiency have been built into

the properties. Hot water is

provided by Potterton Solar in-

roof flat plate collector panels

installed on the south-facing

roofs in conjunction with Santon

Premier Plus twin coil solar hot

water storage cylinders. Heating

and additional hot water is

provided by Potterton Promax

HE Plus heat only boilers.

Simon Osborne,

specification channel manager

for Potterton, said: “We are very

proud to be associated with this

project. When you see the

dilapidated condition of some of

these homes prior to work

starting, and look at them today,

you’d never believe they are the

same properties. Sustainability

and energy efficiency are key to

the project’s success

and longevity, and

Potterton Solar can

really help to reduce hot

water costs and lower

the properties’ carbon

footprints.” 

The 12 properties in two

terraces in Every Street

were in a very poor

state; some had wood

rot, which needed

immediate treatment,

most properties had no

central heating and the

homes were smaller than the

national average, while the size

of households in the area was

larger than the national average.

To address this, three two-

into-one conversations were

carried out, making good sized,

four-bedroom homes, one with

ensuite bathroom. There are

now eight modern, spacious

and eco-friendly homes which

still have their external Victorian

appearance. Inside, they have

extra insulation, light tubes,

solar heating, new boilers, walk-

in wet rooms in the larger

properties, new kitchen

extensions and sliding patio

doors which open onto decked

yards.

Iftekhar Bokhari is Pendle

Borough Council’s senior

regeneration officer for the

Whitefield project. He said:

“Within the past nine months

I’ve seen this area completely

transformed. We hope to further

develop this theme into other

terraced blocks and continue to

incorporate energy conservation

technologies whilst maintaining

the areas heritage.”

Every which way: Every house in Every Street in

Nelson now benefits from Potterton Solar in-roof

flat plate collector panels 

East Midlands Airport is setting

a green trend with the launch of

its airport willow farm. 

The willow farm will span

over 26 hectares, with the total

area planned to be planted by

2013. The cuttings will be

planted in three phases to

ensure a continual crop of

willow and will produce fuel for

a biomass boiler, which will be

situated in the terminal

building. The willow farm is

expected to produce around 280

tonnes of wood fuel annually,

which in turn will save 350

tonnes of CO2 emissions. 

Neil Robinson, director of

sustainability, East Midlands

Airport, said: “This is a

landmark day for East Midlands

Airport and we are delighted

that the willow farm has now

been planted.”

The farm is located north of

the runway on existing land

owned by the airport. The

launch of the willow farm is the

latest in a line of environmental

achievements. These include a

commitment by the airport to

making its ground operations

carbon neutral by 2012,

receiving planning permission

for four on-site wind turbines,

being the first European airport

to offer WebTrak, an online

facility to view aircraft operation

in the airports airspace and

successfully retaining ISO14001

for the past seven years. 

Most recently, the airport

launched a trial to run an airport

passenger transfer bus powered

by liquid biomethane fuel

(LBM), a carbon neutral fuel. 

Neil Robinson added: “We

believe we are leading the way

for airports and this is the first

step of an ongoing process that

will take approximately five

years to complete. By growing

our own wood fuel we are

taking another important step

towards our overall goal to

make our ground operations

carbon neutral by 2012. The

willow farm is one in a long line

of projects that will provide

energy for our on-site buildings

and will help us to become more

sustainable for the future.”

Flying high: East Midlands Airport willow farm will span more than 26 hectares
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What: Wind-powered
radio station

How: Wind turbine
and supplementary
solar PV panels

Result: Over 6,000kWh
per year is generated,
allowing the radio
station to be almost
fully powered by the
turbine 

W I N D
With a poor power supply and a

radio station to operate, owner

Peter Leutner wanted to

introduce renewable energy to

ensure he always had a reliable

source of electricity. The

transmitting studios of East

Kent Radio 107.2 (recently

re‐branded EKR‐ European

Klassik Rock) can now be fully

operational on the energy

produced by the wind turbine

and some supplementary solar

PV panels. 

Back in 2002, Peter made

the decision to install his Proven

11 wind turbine to enable him

to reduce his reliance on the

national grid. With a studio filled

with PCs and radio equipment

to power, Peter’s idea was more

about the ‘feel good factor’ of

generating his own electricity

rather than the financial

benefits. 

Peter knew early on that

the studio would be a great site

for a wind turbine. He said,

“The studio is located in the

middle of nowhere, high on the

North Kent Downs and is

exposed, so very windy. I knew

that this would be a perfect site

for a wind turbine.” He said,

“When the Proven 11 was first

installed, I thought that the

payback period would be at

least 25 years. But over time, I

realised that the turbine was

producing so well and the

export tariff increased to more

than expected, so I knew that

the turbine would pay for itself

much sooner than I thought.

“Having a remote location with

an intermittent and variable grid

connection, the studio often

suffers from power cuts and

before the turbine we would

have prolonged down time and

no contingency plan. Now, we

can rely on the turbine to keep

the studio in operation during

grid power cuts.” With an

average wind speed of 5.9 m/s,

Peter’s Proven 11 generates

over 6,000kWh per year which

goes a huge way towards

making the radio station self

sustainable.

Peter also has solar panels

in a bid to make the radio

station powered fully by

renewable energy. This adds

around 4,000kWh per year to his

overall energy generation,

especially during lighter winds.

He said: “My next plan is to

replace my current car with a

plug‐in hybrid or fully electric

powered car and use the wind

turbine to charge it up – that

would be fantastic.” 

General Manager 

– Photovoltaic Systems

Basic Salary: £50,000 

Benefits: Car, mobile,

Prof it share + benef its

Based: Gloucestershire

An exciting opportunity has arisen for an experienced
hands on Manager from within the PV industry to
join a fast moving start-up and benefit from a share
of the capital growth and profits and eventually an
equity share.

Already a well established market leading
environmental company they aim to be one of the UK
market leaders in domestic micro-generation
installation within the next 5 years. 

You will have extensive experience within the PV
industry. With a relevant technical background you
will need a track record of growing a business within
this sector through the effective management of sales
people and installers. 

Interested? Send your cv to 
Darren at Pisces DRB Recruitment email:
darren@piscesdrb.co.uk 
or call him on 01323 638900 
for more information.

We are also looking to recruit fully qualified PV installers.

Radio waves: A Proven 11 helps

make Peter Leutner’s radio

station sustainable

Knowledge: Case Studies
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What’s in a day?
The benefit of training in renewables can be immense, as installers with the

relevant skills are still few and far between. Since opening its doors in

November 2008, Nu-Heat Underfloor and Renewables’ Training Centre has

played host to more than 500 trainees from a variety of backgrounds and

locations and 575 NICEIC certificates have been issued. We follow a day in

the life of Dan Clist, trainer

Preparation is key
The trainers arrive at 8.30am to prepare, making sure there is a folder for every

candidate, complete with NICEIC application forms and exam papers. Training rigs are

checked and the training room is set with pens and notepads. Clist listens to the radio

on the way in to work and checks out websites like that of the Department of Energy

and Climate Change (DECC) to keep up with industry news which can then be

incorporated into course discussions. For example, the Ofgem announcement in

February that the UK infrastructure will need a £200billion investment to ensure future

energy supply may be used to prompt debate in the classroom that day. 

Trainees arrive at 9 am for a ‘meet and greet’, to fill in forms and give evidence of

pre-requisites if necessary. There’s usually a mix of people with varying degrees of

knowledge and experience, but everyone has a real enthusiasm and interest in the

subject. 

Time to learn
Then it’s into the training room for the theory day (day one of a three day course),

where everyone introduces themselves and a lively, interactive presentation takes

place. Clist enjoys the challenging questions that often arise and spends time

investigating them, sometimes online or through asking Nu-Heat’s special projects

team. Regular breaks for coffee and lunch enable trainees to discuss what they are

learning, and find out each others experiences in the industry. “The best part of the job

for me is being able to help candidates to achieve exam success,” says Clist. “The

hardest element is the assessment day, where candidates have to move around to take

the various parts of the exam – some are quicker than others so it can be a juggling

act. We try to keep everyone relaxed, though.” The system is obviously working as the

centre has an extremely high pass rate of over 99%.

Business matters
Courses cover a wide range of information and focus on the whole low carbon and

renewable industry, including opportunities for business growth. Government grants

for renewables are only available to customers who use installers and products

certified under the Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS). At the end of the

course candidates have the opportunity to discuss the intricacies of the scheme

including how to apply for their own MCS number once they have been accepted onto

the NICEIC Competent Persons Scheme (CPS).

Investing in

training
David Strong, Inbuilt, outlines the training

issues ahead for the renewables sector

The government’s targets for renewables are certainly

going to provide a much-needed catalyst for the

industry. We all need to prepare for the increased

demand that is undoubtedly around the corner. But

while the industry has always had the right intentions

when it comes to handling the various training

challenges, the support networks haven’t always been

available at the right times. This has led to a somewhat

disjointed industry and very sporadic growth over the

past few years. 

Irregular and intermittent funding options haven’t

helped. Neither the Low Carbon Buildings Programme

nor the Clear Skies project have helped the industry to

gear up sufficiently, due to their stop-start nature.

That’s why everyone is calling for a change in the

attitude to financial support for training and skills

development.

The introduction of the Feed-in Tariff is the start of

the renewables revolution. It will drive interest in

renewables and support the up-skilling of the

workforce at the same time. What we’ve been finding

with our renewables consultancy work recently, is that

all our clients are very excited by the opportunities

provided by these new government incentives. I’m

sure that training and skills development schemes will

be creeping onto everyone’s meeting agendas over the

coming months. 

The industry will benefit even further from the

Renewable Heat Incentive, planned for launch in 2011.

Like the Feed-in Tariff this type of boost to the industry

will remove the uncertainty and help businesses

understand that this provides them with the financial

security to invest in their training schemes and

develop their staff, providing the UK with the skills

base needed to create a truly sustainable future. 

David Strong is chairman

of the EU Energy

Performance of Buildings

Directive

Implementation

Advisory Group and acts

as a special advisor to

the European

Commission on energy

demand issues.  He also

founded the UK Green

Building Council.

Inbuilt is a consultancy

specialising in the

research, design and

delivery of sustainable

built environments.Time to learn: Dan Clist at work in Nu-Heat’s training centre 

Knowledge: Training



For a quote from the best renewable energy company in the UK, 

(REA 2009), phone Dulas and quote ref: D8

Are you looking for high quality brands at low prices?

Do you need reliable supply and next day delivery? 

Would you like to work with experts who can offer you 

technical support? 

Dulas is a total trade supplier of high quality solar photovoltaic (PV) equipment to specialised PV installers, electrical and roofing 

contractors. As a result of long term loyal relationships with key industry suppliers, you can have confidence that Dulas can offer 

an exceptional product range at competitive prices that will deliver customer satisfaction. Dulas ensure availability of supply and 

offer unparalleled technical support to customers all over the UK. 

Whatever your solar photovoltaic requirements, we have the solution.  

solar 
Call PV trade sales today on 0845 201 6100

We know solar photovoltaics
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Double value training
BPEC’s ground source heat pump course

now includes air source heat pumps.

The new course was launched via a two-

day Train the Trainer course which took take

place at the NIBE training centre in

Chesterfield, Derbyshire. Paul Cullen, BPEC

business development manager said: “We are

delighted to be enhancing our existing and

successful ground source heat pump course

via the inclusion of air source heat pumps.

We see heat pumps as an important future

growth technology within the renewable

energy sector and we are also very grateful to

NIBE for its help in the development of the

BPEC generic heat pump course.”

For further information about the course

or to become an approved BPEC centre to

deliver the course, contact Paul Cullen,

pcullen@bpec.org.uk or call 0845 644 6558.

Pumped up: Trainees get to the heart of heat pumps on

BPEC’s heat pump course which now includes air source

heat pumps

Knowledge: Training
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Knowledge: Legal

First rural renewable

fund launched 

A new £4 million fund – the first of

its kind in the country – has been

launched to support renewable

energy projects in rural areas

across England’s Northwest. 

Grants of between £200,000

and £500,000 are available

through the Rural Carbon

Challenge Fund and project

delivery partners, Envirolink

Northwest and the Energy Saving

Trust, are now looking for

Expressions Of Interest (EOIs)

from charities, social-enterprises,

community groups and micro-

enterprises before the end of May

2010. 

Funding will go to projects

from Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater

Manchester, Lancashire and

Merseyside. Applicants unsure

whether or not their location is

defined as rural can contact

Envirolink Northwest directly to

confirm. 

Interest is encouraged from

groups looking to: 

 Install renewable energy

systems – especially wind,

hydro and woodfuel 

 Set up or expand renewable

energy businesses 

 Supply training and

information for

commissioning, designing,

installing and servicing

micro-renewable

installations, including fitters,

plumbers and heating

engineers 

 Offer training and

information for community

groups, social enterprises

and charities on developing

and delivering projects

conduct feasibility studies. 

All projects should showcase

best practice and offer an element

of innovation, such as the first

time demonstration of the

technology in a rural setting. 

Feed-in

campaign gathers

political support

Good Energy, a leading UK

renewable electricity supplier,

is leading a national campaign

urging the government to re-

assess its reward scheme for

early adopters of

microgeneration.

Under the government’s

recently announced Clean

Energy Cash-back Scheme,

householders who install

microgeneration technology

will receive a feed-in tariff

payment of up to 41.3 pence

per kilowatt hour. 

However, these payments

will only apply to new generators

who installed their technology

after 15th July 2009. Those who

installed their renewable

technology before this date will

only receive 9p/kWh under the

scheme. 

Good Energy’s ‘Fair Deal for

Energy Entrepreneurs’ campaign

calls for the government to

address this discrepancy which

effectively penalises early

adopters of microgeneration

technology.

Good Energy is urging

everyone who supports a fair deal

for energy entrepreneurs to write

to their MP and sign the following

petition:

http://petitions.number10.gov.

uk/Microgenerators/

Low carbon support        

As part of its Low Carbon

Industrial Strategy, the

government has launched a

consultation to help British

renewable businesses tap into the

opportunities of skills and

research.

The government has

identified the need for people with

“the right knowledge and skills to

research, produce and use those

technologies and solutions to

make Britain’s global low carbon

ambitions a reality”. 

The consultation sets out the

government’s key skills priorities

and the challenges of low carbon

opportunities. 

The renewables industry is

invited to email comments on this

consultation by 23rd June 2010 to

lowcarbonskills@decc.gsi.gov.uk

SEPA’s hydro focus

Scotland’s environment

watchdog is encouraging

everyone with an interest in

hydropower and its effect on

the country’s rivers and lochs

to take part in the public

consultation on Guidance for

developers of run-of-river

hydropower schemes.

The consultation, which

was launched in March seeks

feedback on the Scottish

Environment Protection

Agency’s (SEPA) planned

approach. The guidance aims

to help developers identify

sites and designs that will

ensure smaller hydropower

schemes do not cause damage

to the water environment and

that the adverse impacts of

larger schemes are minimised.

SEPA recognises the

importance of renewable

energy generation as a

contribution to reducing

climate change.

Low carbon rewards for

homes and businesses
The introduction on April 1 of two carbon cutting government

incentive schemes will see homes and businesses playing a key

role in contributing to UK emissions reductions of at least 34% on

1990 levels by 2020 through improved energy efficiency and

small-scale low-carbon electricity.

The government’s Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy

Efficiency Scheme (CRC EES) for organisations and Feed-in

Tariffs (FiTs) will help to save money on fuel bills, reduce carbon

emissions and generate their own low-carbon electricity. 

The CRC EES is aimed at saving public and private sector

organisations around £1 billion per year by 2020 through cost

effective energy efficiency measures that are not yet being taken

up.

Though the scheme officially launched on April 1

organisations have until September to register. Businesses can

start saving on their bills immediately through implementing cost

effective energy efficiency measures. By 2020 the scheme is

expected to have delivered emissions savings of at least 4.4

million tonnes of CO2 per year.

With the FiT scheme, individuals, organisations or

businesses in England, Wales and Scotland who install low

carbon electricity generation could benefit from being paid

money for every unit of electricity they generate.

Rural renewable fund, consultations

and political campaigns
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As more households turn on to

the benefits of microgeneration –

and with the expected boost from

the new Feed-in Tariff – the

sector should flourish. Strong

marketing practices are vital. If a

customer doesn’t know about

you, how can you expect to

secure their business?

“Because energy is high on

the political agenda, there’s never

been a better time to promote

renewable energy,” says Judy

Pearson, director, Eco-Logic

Living. “We’ve taken a pragmatic

approach to marketing.

Consumers want to save money

and protect themselves from

rising energy cost, so we

demonstrate how renewable

energy solutions can be a

worthwhile investment.”

Oliver Duckworth, director,

Windhager UK, agrees: “Biomass

heating is an emerging industry

so it’s important to drive up

awareness of what it can do. We

find our PR programme, website

and exhibitions all play an

important part in educating and

communicating with our market.” 

Eleanor Waldron, marketing

director, Vokèra highly values

marketing activity: “Many

companies might be tempted to

cut back in a bid to save money

but this can in fact jeopardise

sales during tough economic

times. Unless finances really will

not allow for marketing, plans

should definitely go ahead.”

The most obvious form of

marketing is advertising. Set

aside a budget and compile a list

of relevant publications in which

to appear. Use editorial – if you

take on a contract, employ

someone, win an award or buy a

new piece of kit, tell them about

it. And remember photography,

an eye-catching photo can make

all the difference as to whether a

story is used or not. 

Waldron adds: “Even a

simple advert in a local paper can

win new customers. People have

busy working lives so if

information is easy to find, they

are more likely to use that

company than one that has be

searched for.”

The key is understanding

what your customers want.

Follow-up marketing campaigns

with a phone call. If you lose a

customer or don’t win a quote,

find out why. Other ways to

promote yourself include

sponsorship – from roundabouts

to local events – and having a

brand image. Also, check your

publicity material and website are

up-to-date. With the range of

marketing options and

opportunities to choose from,

there is something to suit every

budget and requirement.

Worthy cause: Eleanor Waldron, Vokèra,

highly values marketing

Make yourself known
Despite the downturn, it’s more important than ever to
crank up your marketing
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Knowledge: Technical

Moves to improve air quality across Europe

have the potential to impact on the use of

biomass boilers. Anyone involved in their

specification or installation could find

themselves subject to questioning about this

issue. This is because the smaller particles

(down to 2.5 microns diameter) that are not

filtered by traditional mechanisms such as

multi-cyclones, will soon fall within the

remit of new legislation.

EC Directive 2008/50/EC, Ambient Air

Quality and Cleaner Air for Europe came into

force on 11 June 2008 and must be

transposed into national legislation no later

than June 2010. Of particular significance in

these regulations is the size of particles that

will be controlled. In the past, emphasis has

been on particles with a diameter of 10

microns or above (PM10). However, the new

directive will seek to introduce a new control

framework for particles down to 2.5 microns

in diameter (PM2.5).

Size matters

The majority of these particles in the UK

come from vehicle emissions but all biomass

boilers also make a small contribution to

particulate emissions. The level of emissions

will vary with the quality of the fuel and

combustion efficiency of the boiler, so using

boilers that comply with EN 303-5 Class 3, in

conjunction with high quality fuel, is the first

step in minimising particulate emissions.

Of course, many biomass installations

already use a cyclone or multi-cyclone to

remove particles from flue gases. However,

cyclones are totally dependent on the mass

of the particles for removal, so while they

will remove around 50% of the coarser

particles they do not remove particles

below PM10.

One alternative to cyclones and multi-

cyclones is electrostatic precipitation,

which is very effective for smaller particles

but electrostatic filters tend to be very

expensive and very large – often too large –

for typical UK plant rooms.

Another option is a ceramic filter that

is already used widely in industry and has

now been optimised for biomass use

without making the overall cost of a

biomass installation prohibitive.

Capable of removing up to 96% of

PM2.5 and PM10 particles, ceramic filters

can be used with any type of biomass boiler

and can be retrofitted to existing

installations, so they have the potential to

address many of the concerns (real or

perceived) about particulate emissions from

biomass.

Ceramic filters are connected to the

back of the boiler, in the same way as a

cyclone. Each unit contains a matrix of

porous ceramic tubes which are closed at

the lower end. The number of tubes in each

matrix is aligned with flue gas volumes for

each boiler.

As flue gases are drawn through the

filter by an inline fan, the gases are able to

pass through the walls of the ceramic tubes,

while particles are trapped. At regular

intervals (timed and/or in response to a

pressure drop across the filter) a pulse of air

is used to dislodge the particles, which fall

into a collection bin.

Consequently, ceramic filters have the

potential to meet the challenge of particulate

emissions and ensure that biomass remains

as a viable element in the UK’s renewable

heating strategy without compromising on

air quality.

On an emission

Ceramic filters have the potential to meet the challenge of

particulate emissions

Particulate emissions from biomass boilers are coming

under the spotlight and installers need to be aware of

the issues. Kevin Stones, engineering and service

director, Hoval, considers the implications
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Monday: Mondays normally start with a job

review meeting where we run through each of

our ongoing projects to get an accurate

picture of their status. Flexibility is a key factor

– projects inevitably run into delays and

problems, and we have to be ready to move

our installation schedules to accommodate

this. Our engineers are often away on projects

for a full week, all over the country. So Monday

mornings are normally a hive of activity

getting our engineers organised to ensure that

the vans are packed up with all the necessary

parts and documentation. We also need to

allow engineering resources for ad-hoc

servicing and repair requests that pop up

through the week.

Tuesday: The sales team spends a lot of time

on site visits, or on the phone discussing

project needs with customers. Hard sell is not

our style. We’re committed to finding

customers the right solution to match their

objectives, project and lifestyle. In fact, we

often find ourselves talking someone out of a

solution if we feel it’s not right for their

situation. Many customers come to us

because they feel lost in a sea of confusion

about renewable energy and the different

technologies out there. Because we have done

all the research and shopping around and can

guide customers to the right solution. We are

also very friendly and approachable!

Wednesday: We get many calls each week

from publications and directories requesting

involvement in features or advertising. The

interest in renewable energy is growing

rapidly, but we have to choose carefully as we

don’t have an unlimited budget! We attend

many large shows and exhibitions, such as the

Homebuilding and Renovating Shows, as well

as local initiatives and energy fairs. We are

actively involved with a local sustainability

groups organising local fairs to allow people to

get a good overview of available renewable

energy options. Most of our work comes from

recommendation, and we work hard to ensure

that we don’t disappoint. We’re also pro-

active at letting people know about renewable

energy. Our marketing activities might include

a presentation to architects, organising our e-

newsletter, or mailing out to new planning

applications. 

Thursday: Our office administration is like a

team of plate spinners! We have to be really

organised. Being Microgeneration Certification

Scheme (MCS) accredited, we have worked

hard to implement a robust quality

management system but we try to go above

and beyond this to give customers the best

service. We often have training courses to

organise. Due to the broad product range and

technical complexity of our products, we have

to stay on the ball. This means investing time

to ensure the skills and knowledge of our

engineers and sales staff are up to date. We

really pride ourselves on being at the top of

our game. 

Friday: We’re often involved in consultancy

projects that include feasibility studies. For

example, we are currently doing a renewable

energy feasibility study for a local primary

school. We will assess the current

infrastructure, energy usage, day-to-day

requirements, examine service plans etc and

use this information to make a range of

recommendations. The next stage will be to

assist the school in funding applications,

giving them the best chance of success.

The working week at Eco-Logic Living is

never dull. Every day brings a new challenge

or opportunity. There’s never been a more

exciting time to work in renewable energy.

For more information please visit:

www.ecologicliving.co.uk

Who: Judy Pearson, business development

manager, Eco-Logic Living

What: Renewable Solutions Provider, Eco-

Logic Living, will match a property to the

right renewable technology. The company

has an office in Ipswich and a head office in

Carlisle.

We’re a family run company in

Cumbria providing renewable energy

solutions. Our goal is to make Renewable

Energy accessible and simple for everyone.

Our range of services starts with advice on

the best options for our clients – this might

include assistance with grant applications.

From here we design, supply, install and

maintain the latest energy-saving

microgeneration technologies. In most

cases we suggest a combination of energy

saving options such as ground and air

source heat pumps, biomass boilers, solar

thermal, solar PV, wind turbines, heat

recovery and ventilation, rainwater

harvesting and underfloor heating. Because

we’re not tied in to any technology or

manufacturer, our clients benefit from our

impartiality and independence.Team effort: The staff at Eco-Logic Living pride themselves on impartiality and independent advice to clients

Plate spinning & customer service



EXCLUSIVE

Hydratech are pleased to formally announce the launch of a

Revolutionary Heat Transfer Fluid
Until now Propylene Glycol (PG) has been the only non-toxic
glycol-antifreeze solution available. That is no longer the case!

After many years of research and development, supported by a patent and
Environmental Protection Agency certification, we now manufacture

Non-Toxic Ethylene Glycol!
The patented DeTox™ additive used to render EG non-toxic has little effect on its heat

transfer or antifreeze functions. Subsequently Hydratech DTX formulations retain all

the physical advantages EG has over PG, including;

It is now possible to install a non-toxic heat transfer fluid in to Geothermal, Air-Source

and Solar Systems without compromising on thermal efficiency.

•Reduced volume required
•More efficient heat transfer

•Improved flow characteristics

•Reduced cost per litre

Hydratech Unit 5 Europa Way Swansea West Business Park SA5 4AJ
Tel 01792 586800 • Fax 01792 561606 • www.hydratech.co.uk • sales@coolflow.co.uk

High Efficiency, Non-Toxic, High Temperature

Rated Heat Transfer Fluid with Antifreeze

Function. Based on Ethylene Glycol blended

with the patented DeTox™ additive and

Reversibly Evaporisible Inhibitors to prevent

corrosion, scaling and biological fouling.

180°C

-60°C

DTX

High temperature rated fluids for Solar Heating Systems

High Efficiency Non-Toxic Heat Transfer Fluid

with Antifreeze Function. Based on Ethylene

Glycol blended with patented DeTox™ additive

and BS6580 proven Corrosion, Scale and

Biological Inhibitors.

DTX

Low Temperature Rated Fluids for Geothermal & Air Source Heat Recovery Systems

80°C

-60°C




